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ABSTRACT 

 

The overwhelming majority of existing approaches to opinion feature extraction trust mining patterns for one 

review corpus, ignoring the nontrivial disparities in word spacing characteristics of opinion options across 

completely different corpora. During this research a unique technique to spot opinion options from on-line 

reviews by exploiting the distinction in opinion feature statistics across two corpora, one domain-specific 

corpus (i.e., the given review corpus) and one domain-independent corpus (i.e., the contrasting corpus). The 

tendency to capture this inequality called domain relevance (DR), characterizes the relevancy of a term to a 

text assortment. The tendency to extract an inventory of candidate opinion options from the domain review 

corpus by shaping a group of grammar dependence rules. for every extracted candidate feature, to have a 

tendency to estimate its intrinsic-domain relevancy (IDR) and extrinsic-domain relevance(EDR) scores on the 

domain-dependent and domain-independent corpora, severally. Natural language processing (NLP) refers to 

computer systems that analyze, attempt understand, or produce one or more human languages, such as English, 

Japanese, Italian, or Russian. Process information contained in natural language text. The input might be text, 

spoken language, or keyboard input. The field of NLP is primarily concerned with getting computers to 

perform useful and interesting tasks with human languages. The field of NLP is secondarily concerned with 

helping us come to a better understanding of human language. [23] 

Keywords : Intrinsic-Domain Relevancy, Extrinsic-Domain Relevance, Natural Language Processing, 

Domain Relevance 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Opinion mining (also referred to as sentiment 

analysis) aims to investigate people’s opinions, 

sentiments, and attitudes toward entities like 

merchandise, services, and their attributes 

[1].Sentiments or opinions expressed in matter 

reviews area unit usually analyzed at varied 

resolutions. for instance, document-level opinion 

mining identifies the general judgment or sentiment 

expressed on associate entity(e.g., mobile phone or 

hotel) in a very review document, however it doesn't 

associate opinions with specific aspects (e.g., display, 

battery) of the entity. This drawback conjointly 

happens, the' to a lesser extent, in sentence-level 

opinion mining, In opinion mining, associate opinion 

feature, or feature briefly, indicates associate entity or 

associate attribute of associate entity on that users 

specific their opinions. during this paper, we tend to 

propose a unique approach to the identification of 

such options from unstructured matter reviews. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

2.1 opinion mining 

 Opinions and sentiments expressed in text reviews 

are often usually analyzed at the document, sentence, 

or perhaps phrase (word) levels. The aim of 

document-level (sentence-level) opinion mining is to 

classify the general subjective or sentiment expressed 

in a private review document (sentence). 

Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe [12] studied the 

consequences of dynamic adjectives, semantically 

adjectives, and hierarchical adjectives on predicting 

subjective they planned a supervised classification 

technique to predict sentence subjectivity. Pang et al. 

[13] planned 3 machine learning strategies, naive 

Thomas Bayes, most entropy, and support vector 

machines, to classify whole movie reviews into 

positive or negative sentiments. They found that 

commonplace machine learning techniques created 

sensible ends up in comparison to human-generated 

baselines. Moreover, machine learning strategies 

failed to perform furthermore on sentiment 

classification as on ancient topic-based categorization. 

to stop a sentiment classifier from considering moot 

or perhaps probably dishonest text, Pang and Lee [14] 

planned to 1st use a sentence-level subjective 

detector to spot the sentences during a document as 

either subjective or objective, and afterward 

discarding the target ones. They then applied the 

sentiment classifier to the ensuing subjective extract, 

with improved results. Mcdonald et al. [15] 

investigated the utilization of a world structured 

model that learns to predict sentiments on 

completely different levels of coarseness for a matter 

review. The first advantage of the planned model is 

that it permits classification selections from one level 

within the text to influence selections at another. A 

regression technique supported the bag- of-opinions 

model was planned for review rating prediction from 

distributed text patterns [16]. Review rating 

estimation could be a rather more difficult drawback 

compared to binary sentiment classification. 

Generally, sentiments ar expressed otherwise in 

numerous domains. The sentiment classification 

strategies mentioned higher than are often tuned to 

figure fine on a given domain; but, they'll fail in 

classifying sentiments during a completely different 

domain. Bollegala et al. [17] planned a cross-domain 

sentiment classifier using Associate in Nursing 

mechanically extracted sentiment synonym finder. 

 Associate in Nursing unattended learning technique 

was planned to classify review documents as thumbs 

up (positive) or thumbs down (negative) in [18]. The 

sentiment of each review document is expected by 

the common sentiment orientations of phrases within 

the review. Domain-dependent discourse data is 

additionally thought of for higher estimation of the 

phrase sentiments. One limitation of this work is its 

reliance on Associate in Nursing external computer 

program. Zhang et al. [19] planned a rule-based 

linguistics analysis approach to classify sentiments for 

text reviews 

 

2.2 opinion feature extraction 

Opinion feature extraction may be a sub problem of 

opinion mining, with the overwhelming majority of 

existing work wiped out the merchandise review 

domain. Previous approaches will be roughly 

classified into 2 classes, namely, supervised and 

unsupervised . By formulating opinion mining as a 

joint structural tagging downside, supervised learning 

models together with hidden Andre Mark off models 

and conditional random fields are accustomed tag 

options or aspects of commented entities [2], [24]. 

supervised models is also fastidiously tuned to 

perform well on a given domain, however want in 

depth training once applied to a unique domain, 

unless transfer learning is adopted [25]. additionally, 

a decent-sized set of tagged information is usually 

required for model learning on each domain. 

 

 Unsupervised human language technology 

approaches extract opinion options by mining 

syntactical patterns of options tacit in review 
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sentences. particularly, the approaches plan to 

discover syntactical relations among feature terms 

and opinion words in sentences by exploitation 

fastidiously crafted syntactical rules [5], [6] or 

grammatical category labeling [4]. syntactical 

relations known by the ways facilitate find options 

related to opinion words, however may additionally 

unwittingly extract sizable amount of invalid options 

as a result of the informal nature of on-line reviews. 

Unsupervised corpus statistics approaches use the 

results of applied math analysis on a given corpus to 

know the spacing characteristics of opinion options. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 overview 

 

An opinion feature like “screen” in mobile phone 

reviews is usually domain-specific. That is, the 

feature seems often within the given review domain, 

and barely outside the domain like in an exceedingly 

domain-independent corpus concerning Culture. As 

such, domain-specific opinion options are mentioned 

a lot of often within the domain corpus of reviews, 

compared to a domain-independent corpus. 

 

The candidate feature extraction method works 

within the following steps: 1) Dependence parsing 

(DP) is 1st used to spot the syntactical structure of 

every sentence within the given review corpus; 2) the 

3 rules in square measure applied to the known 

dependence structures, and therefore the 

corresponding nouns or noun phrases square measure 

extracted as candidate options whenever a rule is 

discharged. 

 

Our candidate feature extraction technique is 

language dependent, during this case it's supported 

the Chinese language. however it's not a significant 

downside, since we will equally outline such easy 

extraction rules in alternative completely different 

languages. There may be several invalid options 

within the extracted candidate feature list, 

consecutive step is to prune the list via the planned 

IEDR criterion 

 

3.2 Preprocessing noisy text 

 

Pre-processing of clamorous text to provide clean text 

which may be used for data extraction thenceforth 

depends on identification of writing system errors 

and correcting them, eliminating arbitrary sequences 

of white areas between words, detecting sentence 

boundaries, eliminate impulsive use of punctuation 

marks and capitalization. These tasks square measure 

typically a pipeline. Kernighan et al. [15] in a very 

seminal paper introduced the use of a loud channel 

model to perform writing system correction. The idea 

here is to seek out the foremost doubtless sequence of 

words that would have given rise to the determined 

sequence of tokens, assumptive AN underlying 

language model. This work was extended by left eyed 

flounder and Moore [2] United Nations agency uses a 

additional sophisticated error model to induce 

substantial enhancements.  

 

These works were, however, primarily involved with 

errors in post-edited text, and don't work properly 

for free of charge internet content. None of those 

works, however, contemplate a word as an error if it's 

a lexicon word, the clearly wrong in the given 

context. Several researchers have worked on data 

Extraction from clamorous text. Chieu and metric 

weight unit [4] conferred a most entropy-based 

methodology to extract data elements from semi-

structured text like seminar announcements. Though 

these texts don't contain writing system errors, non-

existence of sentence barriers and high degree of 

capitalization complicate the task of data extraction 

from such documents. This work incontestible the 

feasible of victimization machine-learning for 

multislot data Extraction from semi-structured text. 
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3.3 Candidate feature extraction 

Intuitively, opinion options ar usually nouns or noun 

phrases, which generally seem because the subject or 

object of a review sentence. Within the case of 

dependence synchronic linguistics [28], the topic 

opinion feature features a syntactical relationship of 

sort subject- verb (SBV) with the sentence predicate 

(usually adjective or verb). the thing opinion feature 

features a dependence relation- ship of verb-object 

(VOB) on the predicate. additionally, it also has a 

dependence relationship of preposition-object (POB) 

on the closed-class word word within the sentence.  

 

Some syntactical relation examples in Chinese are 

listed in Figs. 2a and 2b, with their corresponding 

dependence trees. The letter “V” in each SBV and 

VOB within the figure indicates the predicate of a 

review sentence. especially, as shown within the 

dependence tree in Fig. 2a, the opinion feature “price” 

(underline), that is associated with the adjective 

“expensive” (italic), is that the subject of the sentence. 

it's a dependence relation of SBV with the adjective 

predicate 

 

3.4 Opinion feature identification 

3.4.1 Domain relevance 

 

Domain relevance characterizes what proportion a 

term is expounded to a selected corpus (i.e., a domain) 

supported 2 styles of statistics, namely, dispersion and 

deviation. Dispersion quantifies however 

considerably a term is mentioned across all 

documents by activity the spacing significance of the 

term across totally different documents within the 

entire corpus (horizontal significance). Deviation 

reflects however of times a term is mentioned in a 

particular document by activity its spacing 

significance within the document (vertical 

significance).  

 

Each dispersion and deviation area unit calculated 

victimization the well-known term frequency-

inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) term weights. 

every term Ti contains a term frequency T Fij during 

a document Dj , and a world document frequency 

DFi . the burden wij of term Ti in document Dj 

Domain dependence was introduced to trace news 

events by discriminating topic words from event 

words expressed within the news stories.  

 

In our work, we don't distinguish between topic and 

event words. Instead, we have a tendency to merely 

use the planned domain relevance as a live to spot 

opinion options from unstructured text reviews. Our 

domain relevance formula is ready-made for activity 

inter-corpus statistics disparity; Specifically, it is 

tuned to capture the spacing disparities of opinion 

options across 2 corpora. 

  

3.4.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic domain relevance 

intrinsic-domain connection. Likewise, the domain 

connection of the same opinion feature computed on 

a domain-independent corpus is named extrinsic-

domain connection. IDR reflects the specificity of the 

feature to the domain review corpus (e.g., radiophone 

reviews), whereas EDR characterizes the statistical 

association of the feature to the domain-independent 

or generic corpus. Intuitively, a candidate term is 

relevant to either one or the opposite, however not 

each. As such, EDR conjointly characterizes the 

irrelevancy of a feature to the given domain review 

corpus. 

  

Granted, there do exist some comparatively common 

terms that area unit used nearly all over and 

conjointly during a review corpus as options. as an 

example, the term “price” sometimes appears as a 

feature in several review domains, such as cell phone 

and building reviews. Therefore, the success of our 

approach boils all the way down to the careful choice 

of a domain-independent corpus that's as distinct 

from the domain- specific review corpus as potential. 

Section 4.5 provides some tips and experimental 
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results on sensible domain-independent corpus 

choice. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

 

We have incorporated the IEDR feature extraction 

into an existing opinion mining system named iMiner 

[30], and thus far evaluated its performance using 

real-world Chinese reviews from two different 

domains, i.e., cell phones and hotels. 

 

4.1 Architectures 

 
Fig 1. Software Architecture of Opinion Mining 

 

4.2 Block diagram 

 
Fig 2. workflow of hybrid IEDR 

 

4.3 Corpus description 

The cellphone review corpus contains 10,073 real-life 

text reviews collected from a major Chinese forum 

website.2 The hotel review corpus contains 6,313 

reviews crawled from a famous Chinese travel 

portal.3 Summary statistics of the two domain review 

corpora. Hotel reviews are twice as long as cell phone 

reviews on average. 

 

We randomly selected 508 documents from the cell 

phone review corpus for annotation. Two persons 

manually annotated opinion feature(s) expressed in 

every review sentence in each of the 508 documents. 

An annotated opinion feature is considered valid if 

and only if both annotators highlight it. If only one 

of the annotators mark an opinion feature, then a 

third person has a final say on whether to keep or 

reject it. A total of 995 opinion features were 

annotated from the 508 cell phone review documents. 

Using the same method, we annotated 1,013 opinion 

features from 206 randomly selected hotel review 

document. 

 

4.4 Experiment Design 

We conducted various experiments to 

comprehensively evaluate the IEDR performance on 

two real-world review domains, cellphone and hotel 

reviews. We first evaluated IEDR performance 

against the competition using precision versus recall 

curves. We then measured the effect of domain-

independent corpus size and topic. Since the selection 

of IDR and EDR thresholds is important, we measure 

IEDR performance versus various thresholds. 

 

Finally, we plugged features extracted via IEDR into 

a sentiment classifier to see how our extracted 

features can improve the overall performance of 

feature-based opinion classification. 

 

4.5 Precision versus Recall 

 

We first extracted candidate features from the given 
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review domains, i.e., cellphone and hotel reviews, 

using the syntactic rules Based on the same set of 

candidates, we compared IEDR to both IDR and EDR 

on the cellphone review domain. The precision-recall 

curves for IEDR, IDR, and EDR are plotted as solid 

lines in Fig. 3. Note that the best performing Culture 

corpus was selected as the domain-independent 

corpus for both IEDR and EDR. In Fig. 3, the IEDR 

curve lies well above the IDR curve for all but the 

two lowest recall levels. This is perfectly acceptable 

since precision values at high recall levels are more 

practical. Across all recall levels, the largest precision 

 

4.5 Domain Relevance Thresholds 

In practice, it is very important to select appropriate 

domain relevance thresholds for the proposed IEDR 

method, which may vary across domains. We 

evaluate the IEDR performance against the two 

intrinsic and extrinsic relevance thresholds ith and 

eth, as shown in Fig. 9. The domain- independent 

corpus Culture was selected for both cell phone and 

hotel review domains. 

 

In particular, given a selected extrinsic relevance 

threshold eth ¼ 0:54 (which can give relatively 

better performance), we first evaluate the F-measure 

versus the intrinsic relevance threshold ith on the 

cellphone reviews. The performance initially 

improved as ith increases from 0.001, achieving the 

best F-measure of 80.10 percent at ith ¼ 0:027, and 

follows a declining trend thereafter all the way till 

ith ¼ 0:5. This reasonable since a relatively larger 

intrinsic relevance threshold will prune many noisy 

features, however, growing it beyond a certain point 

will filter out some valid opinion features. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we tend to planned a unique inter 

corpus statistics approach to opinion feature 

extraction supported the IEDR feature-filtering 

criterion, that utilizes the disparities in spatial 

arrangement characteristics of options across 2 

corpora, one domain-specific and one domain-

independent. IEDR identifies candidate options that 

area unit specific to the given review domain and 

nonetheless not excessively generic (domain 

independent). Experimental results demonstrate that 

the planned IEDR not solely ends up in noticeable 

improvement over either IDR or EDR, however 

additionally outperforms four thought ways, namely, 

LDA, ARM, MRC, and DP, in terms of feature 

extraction performance similarly as feature primarily 

based opinion mining results. additionally, since a 

decent quality domain-independent corpus is kind of 

vital for the planned approach, we tend to evaluated 

the influence of corpus size and topic choice on 

feature extraction performance. we tend to found 

that employing a domain-independent corpus of the 

same size as however locally totally different from 

the given review domain can yield smart opinion 

feature extraction results. 
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